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Abstract: Three-dimensional (3D) bioprinting has become a promising strategy for bone manufacturing, with excellent 
control over geometry and microarchitectures of the scaffolds. The bioprinting ink for bone and cartilage engineering has 
thus become the key to developing 3D constructs for bone and cartilage defect repair. Maintaining the balance of cellular 
viability, drugs or cytokines’ function, and mechanical integrity is critical for constructing 3D bone and/or cartilage scaffolds. 
Photo-crosslinkable hydrogel is one of the most promising materials in tissue engineering; it can respond to light and 
induce structural or morphological transition. The biocompatibility, easy fabrication, as well as controllable mechanical and 
degradation properties of photo-crosslinkable hydrogel can meet various requirements of the bone and cartilage scaffolds, 
which enable it to serve as an effective bio-ink for 3D bioprinting. Here, in this review, we first introduce commonly used 
photo-crosslinkable hydrogel materials and additives (such as nanomaterials, functional cells, and drugs/cytokine), and then 
discuss the applications of the 3D bioprinted photo-crosslinkable hydrogel scaffolds for bone and cartilage engineering. 
Finally, we conclude the review with future perspectives about the development of 3D bioprinting photo-crosslinkable 
hydrogels in bone and cartilage engineering.
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1. Introduction
The incidence of skeletal disorders involving both bone 
and cartilage caused by trauma, injuries, and dysfunction 
has significantly increased in recent decades, creating a 
demand for more effective treatment[1]. Despite decades 
of study, the treatments for large bone and cartilage 
defects remain a significant clinical problem[2]. Although 
traditional methods such as autografts, allografts and 
xenografts have been developed for repairing these 
defects, they all suffer corresponding restrictions, 
including limited supply, insufficient function, and 
immune response[3]. Hence, synthetic biomaterials are 
developed as alternatives; however, they often fail to be 
properly integrated into the recipient sites due to the lack 

of native tissue-mimicking structure and the inability to 
establish a three-dimensional (3D) niche for different 
cell types (osteoblasts, osteoclasts, and endothelial cells 
[EC])[4]. Bone and cartilage are highly complex anisotropic 
tissues with distinctive structures, various compositions, 
and excellent mechanical properties. The repair of bone 
and cartilage involves cell migration, extracellular 
matrix (ECM) remodeling, and tissue regeneration, of 
which both functional details and structures should be 
carefully considered when developing bone and cartilage 
constructs[5].

3D bioprinting, which not only provides 
adjustable 3D organizational structures but also 
encapsulates cells and growth factors, brings forth a new 
strategy to design biomimetic scaffolds for bone and 
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cartilage repair[6]. 3D bioprinting can be considered an 
additive manufacturing technique where biomaterials, 
cells and growth factors, often referred to as “bio-
ink,” are printed to create tissue-like structures that 
imitate natural tissues[7]. It has been applied in bone and 
cartilage tissue engineering as it can precisely fabricate 
the 3D scaffolds by controlling the pore size, porosity, 
and interconnectivity[8,9]. To date, there are four leading 
3D printing technologies: Inkjet-based bioprinting, 
extrusion-based bioprinting, laser-assisted bioprinting, 
and stereolithography (SLA) bioprinting. In extrusion-
based bioprinting, bio-inks are extruded as filaments 
and undergo fast crosslinking to maintain the desired 
shape and structure. Laser-assisted bioprinters use a laser 
pulse to produce a cell suspended bio-ink and deposit it 
into the substrate in an orderly manner. In inkjet-based 
bioprinting, a certain volume of bio-inks was injected onto 
a substrate to form a precise pattern with either thermal 
or piezoelectric energy. In SLA bioprinting, a digital 
projector is used to selectively crosslink bio-ink plane-by-
plane into desired shapes. The four primary bioprinting 
techniques each have specific strengths, weaknesses, and 
limitations. Although no single bioprinting technology 
can achieve the complete replication of complexities 
of various tissues, extrusion and SLA bioprinting are 
commonly used for preparing bone and cartilage scaffolds 
due to their good biocompatibility and easy combination 
of multiple crosslinking mechanisms[4,10].

One of the key elements for 3D bioprinting is 
the bio-ink. Unlike conventional 3D printing process 
in which inks can be printed in melt form at high 
temperature (ceramics and alloys) or as a polymer 
solution dissolved in organic solvents, elevated 
temperature or organic solvents are unfortunately not 
cytocompatible with depositing living cells and growth 
factors in a 3D bioprinting process. Hydrogels, which 
can provide nutritious environments suitable for cell 
survival, proliferation, and differentiation, have unique 
advantages in 3D printing living cells and/or growth 
factors. In general, click chemistry, enzymatic reactions, 
Schiff’s base reaction, and photo-polymerization can be 
used to crosslink hydrogels. In this review, we would 
like to focus on photo-crosslinking due to its rapid in situ 
gelling, good cytocompatibility and low toxicity[11,12]. 
Besides, the crosslinking density and physicochemical 
properties of photo-crosslinkable hydrogel could be 
precisely controlled through adjusting the intensity of 
light and exposure time to promote cell proliferation 
and differentiation[12,13]. For example, by controlling 
crosslinking density of the photo-crosslinkable hydrogel, 
Li et al. regulated the morphology of chondrocytes in 
3D gelatin methacrylate (GelMA) environment. Cells 
exhibited round shape in hard hydrogel with stiffness 
at ~30 kPa; elongated shape in soft hydrogel (~4 kPa) 

and chondrogenic phenotype in hydrogels with medium 
stiffness (~17 kPa)[14]. Cell proliferation could also be 
influenced by cross-linking density. In one study, Bryant 
et al. found that the increase in crosslinking density of 
poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) hydrogel 
resulted in a decrease of chondrocytes proliferation and 
protein expression; in another study, Marklein et al. 
discovered that human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) 
exhibited increased cell proliferation on a stiff hyaluronic 
acid methacrylate (HAMA) hydrogel compared to a softer 
one in 2D condition[15,16]. In terms of cell differentiation, 
Bian et al. investigated the effect of crosslinking density 
of photo-crosslinkable hydrogels on encapsulated 
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs)[17]. They found that 
the degree of photo-crosslinking can regulate the 
differentiation of MSCs: Enhanced chondrogenesis in a 
soft environment and osteogenesis in a stiff environment, 
which provides important clues for the design of photo-
crosslinking hydrogels for cartilage and bone repair. Due 
to these unique features, photo-crosslinkable hydrogels 
have shown a wide range of applications in biomedical 
fields including organ printing, tissue engineering, 
disease modeling, and high-throughput drug screening[18].

In this review, we summarize the classification, 
crosslinking mechanism and application of photo-
crosslinkable hydrogels for 3D bone and cartilage 
bioprinting (Figure 1). The cell types and additives 
encapsulated in hydrogels to promote bone and cartilage 
reconstruction are additionally discussed. Finally, the 
future prospects of bone and cartilage 3D bioprinting are 
outlined.

2. Photo-crosslinkable hydrogel bio-ink 
systems
In this section, we focus on photo-crosslinkable hydrogels, 
and introduce additives (such as nanomaterials, functional 
cells, and drugs or cytokines) which can improve the 
physical and biological properties of hydrogels.

2.1. Photo-crosslinkable hydrogels
For photo-crosslinkable materials, when they are 
exposed to a suitable light, the liquid state solution can be 
solidified. In general, photo-polymerization includes free-
radical initiated chain polymerization and bio-orthogonal 
click reaction. In free radical photo-polymerization, the 
functionalization of hydrogel prepolymers with active 
groups (such as methacrylates, vinyl esters, and acrylates) 
is an essential step. Under light irradiation, the absorbed 
photons of photoinitiator promote its cleavage, thereby 
encouraging the generation of free-radical molecules. 
Then, these molecules will react with the vinyl bonds, 
leading to the formation of chemical crosslinks between 
prepolymers[19]. In photo-click reaction, the thiol-ene 
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reaction is widely used in hydrogel fabrication, where 
the addition of thiols to carbon-carbon double bonds 
contributes to polymerization[20]. Derived from natural 
or synthetic polymers, several hydrogel materials 
undergoing photo-polymerization have been explored. 
These materials contain various functional groups, which 
enable different functionalization strategies for photo-
crosslinking.

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a linear 
glycosaminoglycan[21]. As one of the main components 
of ECM and important glycosaminoglycan in connective 
tissues, HA plays a key role in rheological and structural 
function[22]. Furthermore, due to the interactions between 
certain cell receptors, HA can regulate cell proliferation, 
migration and differentiation[23]. Due to many abundant 
functional groups in its chemical structure such as 
N-acetyl group, carboxylic acid, and primary/secondary 
hydroxyl groups, photo-polymerizable groups such 
as methacrylates and norbornenes can be modified on 
HA[24,25]. The most popular chemical modification for 
HA is using methacrylic anhydride (MA), which can 
be introduced into carboxy or hydroxy groups of HA in 
mild conditions (referred to as HAMA). The properties 
of HAMA can be regulated by tuning the polysaccharide 
derivatization degree and the concentration of pre-
polymer or illumination time[26]. For example, the elastic 
modulus of HAMA hydrogel can be enhanced when 
increasing the polymer concentration. Furthermore, 
varying the polymer concentration can also regulate the 
degradation rate of HAMA hydrogel, where the high 
degradability is essential for cell remodeling in 3D tissue 
applications[27].

Gelatin is an FDA-approved food processing material 
comprising a mixture of peptide sequences (arginine-
glycine-aspartic acid) that enhance cell attachment[28]. 

As one of the popular substrates of hydrogels, gelatin 
has strong biocompatibility and low antigenicity[29]. 
Meanwhile, it can be easily obtained by denaturing 
collagen through acid or base treatment[21]. However, 
gelatin is a thermo-responsive and water-soluble material 
which can undergo a reversible sol-gel transition below 
body temperature[30]. To prevent the degradation of gelatin, 
forming chemical crosslinks by photo-polymerization is 
an effective method, which is usually achieved through 
modifying primary amines with ethylenic/thiol groups or 
methacrylate groups. The norbornene/thiol-functionalized 
gelatin can form crosslinked hydrogels through photo-
click reaction, and by controlling the concentration of 
thiol/ene substitution, crosslinking degree of hydrogels 
can be tuned[31]. Meanwhile, functionalization with MA 
is also an ideal way to counteract its fast degradation 
and poor mechanical property[32]. Similar to HAMA 
hydrogel, by controlling the amount of MA and degrees 
of methylation, the hydrogels (referred to as GelMA) 
will possess different mechanical properties. Besides, 
increasing the degrees of methacrylation can enhance 
the matrix density, thereby increasing the compressive 
modulus and reducing the degradation rate of GelMA[6,33]. 
Furthermore, the elastic modulus and adhesive strength 
of GelMA can be controlled by regulating the polymer 
concentration[12,34,35].

Chitosan (CS) is derived from chitin, which can be 
obtained from the exoskeleton of insects and crustaceans 
as well as the cell walls of fungi[36]. As a natural material, 
CS has good biodegradability, and it can stop bleeding 
and promote tissue regeneration, thus having wide 
usage in wound healing and scar prevention[37]. Due to 
active amino and hydroxyl groups in CS, there are many 
opportunities to introduce photoactive groups into CS 
through the chemical reactions between -NH2/-OH and 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of photo-crosslinkable hydrogels for bioprinting bone and cartilage tissues.
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substituting groups, such as azido-functionalized CS, 
vinylated CS, and MA-CS[38]. However, this mechanical 
strength of azido or vinylated-functionalized hydrogel is 
relatively low, and the insufficient biocompatibility limits 
further applications. At present, the most common method 
for preparing photo-crosslinkable CS is by grafting MA 
groups to provide good mechanical properties as well as 
suitable biocompatibility[39].

Polyethylene glycol (PEG) has high hydrophilicity 
with abundant functional groups for chemical modification 
and adjustable properties, which is widely used in various 
biomedical applications. PEG hydrogel formed by photo-
click reaction is one of the common methods to achieve 
photo-polymerization. The biophysical or biochemical 
properties in the thiol-ene PEG hydrogel can be tuned 
with the degree of substitution[40]. Meanwhile, PEGDA, 
PEG dimethacrylate (PEGDMA), and ethylene linkage 
multi-arm PEG (n-PEG) are the most commonly used 
macromolecules in photo-polymerization and of which, 
PEGDA is very popular in terms of bioprinting. Under 
ultraviolet (UV) or visible light exposure, the double-
bond acrylate groups in PEGDA can initiate rapid photo-
polymerization to form a 3D polymer network and in 
the presence of a photoinitiator[41], and the mechanical 
strength can be controlled by changing the molecular 
weight or the concentration of the hydrogel[42].

2.2. Control of photo-crosslinkable structures 
with various parameters
The integrity of photo-crosslinkable scaffolds is 
determined by both the strength of the individual polymer 
chain as well as the density of crosslinking networks 
within the hydrogel matrix. Naturally, high molecular 
weight hydrogels possess higher matrix stiffness due to 
the larger proportion of less bendable polymer backbones 
compared with the more flexible connective ends between 
polymer chains. The increase in polymer concentration 
naturally enhances matrix strength as the density of inter-
linkage between polymer chains increase. Yet increase 
in hydrogel concentration in aqueous solutions often 
exhibits high viscosity, which impedes the extrusion 
process due to the shear stress. Alternatively, the density 
of crosslinks can be chemically modified through the 
degree of substitution, which is the ratio of substituent 
group to unmodified group in a photopolymer. A high 
degree of substitution greatly increases the chance of 
successful crosslinks throughout the hydrogel matrix 
without actual addition of polymer chains, and contributes 
toward increased complexity of the polymer network as 
well as improved stiffness and lowered porosity of printed 
structures[43].

By modulating the light intensity and exposure time, 
photo-polymerization controls the formation process of 
the hydrogel and its properties, including the crosslinking 

density and matrix stiffness[12]. This can be attributed to 
energy-dependent regulation of photoinitiator activation 
and crosslinker reactivity[44]. While the presence of 
photoinitiators can greatly lower the energy barrier for 
initiating the often-simple click-reactions of crosslinking 
groups such as acrylates, under appropriate photo-
crosslinking conditions, sufficient photonic energy is 
required to complete the photo-crosslinking process, 
whereas by intentionally limiting light exposure intensity 
and duration, partially crosslinked matrixes are formed 
with reduced stiffness and strength to mimic softer tissues. 
This creates a two-way array to regulate the mechanical 
features of photo-crosslinkable hydrogels entirely from 
tuning the light source alone. To achieve complete 
crosslinking, light intensity and exposure time are 
interdependent as the amount to the total energy supplied 
to the reaction between polymer chains and crosslinkers. 
Herein, a high intensity enables low exposure time, and 
vice versa. This creates an interesting dynamic between 
these two parameters when applied in photo-bioprinting 
as vigorous limitations exist in terms of biocompatibility 
in additive manufacturing[45]. In addition, cells are highly 
sensitive to external changes in the microenvironment 
including shear, heat, and radiation. As radioactive 
damage and heat generated by light sources such as 
lasers are unavoidable when crosslinking cell-embedded 
hydrogels, a balance of intensity and exposure is required 
to preserve cell viability of printed structures. For example, 
alginate/GelMA bio-inks can be crosslinked at as low as 
4 mW cm−2 with UV light source to ensure 80% survival 
of cells in printed scaffolds, spanning over 20 – 60 kPa 
modulus under various UV exposure[46]. Yet the same 
approach faces difficulties in SLA, where light intensity 
decays as it goes through the medium in which it is 
absorbed in accordance with the Beer–Lambert equation. 
This creates dilemma where light intensity cannot be 
maintained in deeper areas of the hydrogel matrix to 
surmount the energy barrier required to achieve photo-
crosslinking. In addition, a decrease in intensity impedes 
resolution as it increases diffraction of light, which greatly 
limits the fidelity of printed structures in reservoir-based 
printing. Hence, to elucidate the effects on light intensity, 
exposure time, and cell density, the previous studies have 
created GelMA-printed model phase diagram between 7 – 
16 mW/cm2 and 15 – 45 s, where areas for underexposure 
and overexposure were plotted[47]. With the advancement 
in neural network technology, machine learning has also 
been used to predict cell viability in SLA bioprinting, 
with exceptional accuracies in predictions at as low as 
10% of total data supplied[48]. The learning algorithm 
concluded that exposure time had the greatest effect 
on cell viability, followed by layer thickness, GelMA 
concentration, and light intensity. Thus, the adjustment of 
light source alone in terms of intensity and exposure time 
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has high controllability as well as predictability in tuning 
mechanical properties and maintaining cell viability.

2.3. Additives in photo-crosslinkable hydrogel 
systems
To fabricate functional hydrogel platforms, many 
additives such as nanomaterials, functional cells, drugs, 
and/or cytokine are introduced into the hydrogel systems, 
bestowing on those hydrogels improved physical and 
biological properties.

(1) Nanomaterials

The majority of human bone tissues range from 
cancellous to cortical structures. It is difficult to design 
an ideal scaffold by a single pure hydrogel material due 
to the diversity in geometric mechanics and mechanical 
strength of bone tissues. Herein, nanomaterials can be 
integrated into hydrogels with multiple gradients and 
good mechanical properties, which may help solve this 
challenge. Nanomaterials can control the micro- and nano-
scale structures of hydrogel as well as regulate hydrogels’ 
mechanical properties without hindering the exchange 
of nutrients with the surrounding environment[49]. 
Meanwhile, the nanomaterial itself can also work as a 
drug delivery system.

For example, Zuo et al. combined GelMA with 
hydroxyapatite (Hap) for osteon biofabrication[50]. As the 
main inorganic composite material of bone matrix, Hap 
can guide and induce bone formation. Furthermore, the 
introduction of Hap into GelMA network could enhance 
the mechanical rigidity. The results demonstrated that 
compared to the pure hydrogel, this composite hydrogel 
showed a lower swelling behavior, higher mechanical 
modulus, and better biocompatibility, which had a 
prospective application for bone reconstruction. In another 
example, Zhang et al. prepared a self-assembled metallic-
ion nanocomposite hydrogel[49]. This hydrogel consisted 
of bisphosphonate-grafted HA (HABP) and magnesium 
chloride (MgCl2). The coordination between BP and 
magnesium ions (Mg2+) contributed to the formation of 
acrylated-BP-Mg-nanoparticles (Ac-BP-Mg NPs), which 
would stabilize the hydrogel network as multi-valent 
crosslinker, increasing the mechanical properties and 
contributing to the injectability as well as self-healing 
characteristics. The acrylate groups could be crosslinked 
under UV irradiation, and allowed for better control 
over stiffness. This nanocomposite hydrogel allowed for 
encapsulation of stem cells, which could be used for bone 
engineering. In a study of Shi et al., the authors fabricated 
a rapidly photo-crosslinkable hydrogel with Kartogenin 
(KGN)-loaded nanoparticles to prepare cartilage[51]. 
The small molecule KGN (which could induce bone 
marrow-derived MSCs [BMSCs]) into chondrocytes) was 
encapsulated into poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) 

nanoparticles. Then, the KGN-PLGA were incorporated 
into photo-crosslinkable acrylated HA (m-HA), and this 
system could form a hydrogel scaffold in situ under UV 
light treatment. In vivo experiments demonstrated that the 
regenerated tissue was close to the natural hyaline cartilage.

(2) Cells

For bone engineering, BMSCs are the most widely used 
cells since it possesses the ability to differentiate into 
functional bone cells[52]. Meanwhile, articular cartilage-
resident chondroprogenitor cells (ACPCs) represent an 
opportunity for cartilage regeneration[53]. In addition, 
some bone cells such as osteoblasts and chondrocytes 
have also been introduced into hydrogels[54], while 
other cells associated with bone growth such as human 
umbilical vein EC (HUVECs) provide abundant 
opportunities for bone tissue repair[55]. Vascularization 
is also essential for bone regeneration process especially 
for large bone defects. ECs are the main cells with 
angiogenic ability. Three types of ECs, HUVECs, human 
dermal microvascular EC (HDMVECs), and endothelial 
progenitor cells (EPC), have been reported to create vessel-
like structures in in vitro culture[56]. Incorporating ECs in 
the hydrogel scaffolds could induce the regeneration of 
new blood vessels by creating capillary networks. These 
prevascularized constructs could provide nutrients to 
surrounding cells and reduce the time to anastomose with 
host vasculature, which would promote angiogenesis 
and osteogenesis for bone regeneration[57]. To fabricate a 
suitable microenvironment, photo-polymerized hydrogels 
can be used for cell transplantation, where the hydrogel 
materials provide a cell-favorable environment which 
allows for diffusion of nutrients, oxygen, and metabolic 
products.

For example, in a study of Zhai et al., the authors 
developed a biodegradable two-channel 3D bioprinting 
ink consisting of both PEGDA and Laponite nanoclay 
in channel A, and rat osteoblasts (ROBs)-laden HA 
in channel B[58]. The bio-ink A, composed of a PEG-
clay nanocomposite crosslinked hydrogel, was used to 
prepare 3D-bioprinting and effectively deliver oxygen 
and nutrients to cells. Meanwhile, it could promote 
osteogenesis due to the released silicon ions (Si4+) and 
Mg2+, while the bio-ink B, ROBs-ladened HA, was 
adopted to improve distribution uniformity, deposition 
efficiency and cell viability. The two inks were alternately 
extruded through a two-channel 3D-bioprinting machine 
to construct osteoblast-laden nanocomposite hydrogel for 
bone regeneration. The printed scaffolds showed excellent 
osteogenic potential in in vivo experiments. In another 
study, Annika et al. co-encapsulated EC (HDMVECs) 
and osteogenic cells (human adipose-derived stem cells) 
in GelMA hydrogel for engineering vascularized bone. 
Results showed that this co-culture system could promote 
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the formation of vascular networks and enhance bone 
regeneration[59].

(3) Drugs and cytokines

Some drugs or cytokines play a key role in promoting 
bone cell growth, modulating cell proliferation, and 
differentiation as well as regulating the formation of 
ECM. Statins[55], osteoprotegerin[60], αvβ3 integrin 
antagonists[61], cathepsin K inhibitors[62], parathyroid 
hormone[63], transforming growth factor-β, and bone 
morphogenetic protein (BMP)[64] have all been considered 
for stimulation of bone growth. Apart from drugs 
and cytokines for bone formation, angiogenic growth 
factors, vascular endothelial growth factors (VEGF), 
fibroblast growth factor, hepatocyte growth factor, and 
platelet-derived growth factor have been used for the 
modulation of vessel formation[65,66]. For delivering drugs 
or therapeutic agents to bone sites, various approaches 
have been investigated, such as nanoparticles, nanofibers, 
and films. Among them, hydrogel attracts much attention 
owing to its compatibility and hydrophilicity, and it can 
regulate release performance by controlling swelling or 
degradation[67]. Photo-polymerized hydrogels have also 
been used for localized drug delivery depots due to the 
in situ formation of hydrogels and the direct adhesion to 
the targeted tissue. As a bulk reservoir, hydrogels allow 
for encapsulation of cells, drugs or nanoparticles, and 
provide physical support at bone lesion site.

In a report by Kim et al., they fabricated 
PEGDA/chondroitin sulfate-based hydrogels and studied 
them as biomineralizing 3D scaffolds[68]. Chondroitin 
sulfate has negative charge on its sulfate group, so it 
binds with charged ions such as calcium and phosphate 
to form an osteogenically favorable microenvironment, 
which will induce the biomineralization and osteogenic 
differentiation of stem cells. The results proved that the 
ion binding and distribution in hydrogel were related to 
the concentration of chondroitin sulfate, and PEGDA/
chondroitin sulfate-based hydrogels induced osteogenic 
differentiation of stem cells in vitro. After transplanting 
this hydrogel into a critically sized cranial defect model, 
10% chondroitin sulfate hydrogel induced effective bone 
regeneration with the highest bone density.

In another study, Xin et al. prepared recombinant 
human BMP-2 (rhBMP-2)-laden GelMA hydrogel to 
accelerate bone repair[69]. rhBMP-2 can localize BMSCs 
to the site of bone injury, promoting proliferation, 
and osteogenic differentiation. Mesoporous bioglass 
nanoparticles (MBGNs) were used to load rhBMP-2 by 
grafting, and then it would photo-crosslink with GelMA 
hydrogel (GelMA/MBGNs-rhBMP-2), where rhBMP-2 
could be controllably released at an early stage of bone 
regeneration, and calcium/silicon ions in MBGNs would 
be released to keep promoting osteogenesis in a long 

term. Incorporation of MBGNs-rhBMP-2 in GelMA 
hydrogel could better control the release rate as well as 
local concentration of rhBMP-2, while the MBGNs could 
be fixed at the lesion site without clearance by body fluids. 
This hydrogel showed strong ability in osteogenesis and 
bone tissue regeneration in vivo.

In summary, photo-crosslinkable hydrogels have 
incorporated nanomaterial components, cells, drugs, 
and/or cytokines to produce viable bone tissue scaffolds. 
With the improved physical and biological properties, 
it is of great significance to apply them in 3D printing 
technology to broaden its application.

4. Applications of 3D bioprinted photo-
crosslinkable hydrogels for bone and 
cartilage regeneration
Over the last decade, there has been immense progress in 
3D bioprinting skeletal systems using photo-crosslinkable 
hydrogels. In this part, we review the applications of 3D 
bioprinted photo-crosslinkable hydrogels for bone and 
cartilage tissue engineering.

4.1. Bioprinted hydrogels in bone tissue 
engineering
Bone has a highly specialized structure with a 
mineral matrix, multiple cells, and vascular networks. 
Reconstruction of large-scale bone defects remains 
challenging due to the lack of biomimetic architectural, 
bioactive factors, and functional vasculature. With the 
advance of 3D bioprinting, more complicated bionic 
3D constructs could be bioprinted, with different cell 
types and growth factors with hydrogel for better bone 
regeneration to imitate the hierarchical structure and 
function of natural bone. Cui et al. developed a mimetic 
bone structure, with a hard mineral matrix, a soft organic 
matrix and vascularized networks (Figure 2A)[70]. The 
structure was constructed through a dual 3D bioprinter 
including a Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) and SLA 
3D bioprinter, by alternately depositing cell-loaded GelMA 
hydrogel (hMSCs and HUVECs), and biodegradable 
polylactide (PLA) (Figure 2Ai). This capillary structure 
allows cells to evolve and expand uniformly in the 3D 
space during culture period (Figure 2Aii). Moreover, 
bioactive growth factors such as BMP-2 and VEGF 
peptides were added into the scaffold designs to further 
facilitate osteogenesis and angiogenesis. Results indicated 
that the 3D printed biomimetic bone constructs could 
integrate with surrounding native bone tissue, showing an 
excellent bone regeneration and significant angiogenesis 
ability. This study also provides a feasible strategy for 
the construction of a hierarchical structure with multiple 
functions, thereby meeting the current challenges for 
large bone repair.
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To address the challenges of large-scale bone tissue 
with a 3D vascularization network, Khademhosseini et al. 

fabricated a biomimetic bone tissue construct comprised 
of a perfusable vascular lumen through an extrusion-

Figure 2. Construction of 3D mimetic bone tissue by 3D bioprinting. (Ai) Schematic diagram of the structure of a native bone; design and 
fabrication of the engineered vascularized bone structure. (Aii) Schematic diagram of the microstructure of vascularized construct based on 
matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-sensitive GelMA hydrogel, the formation of vascular lumen, and capillary network in different regions[70]. 
(Reproduced from H. Cui, W. Zhu, M. Nowicki, et al., Hierarchical Fabrication of Engineered Vascularized Bone Biphasic Constructs Via 
Dual 3D Bioprinting: Integrating Regional Bioactive Factors Into Architectural Design, Wiley. © 2016 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH Co. 
KgaA Weinheim). (Bi) Schematic diagram of a complex bone structure. (Bii) Schematic diagram of the fabrication process of complex 
bone construct through 3D bioprinting strategy. (Biii) Illustration of bioprinted cell-laden hydrogel cylinders through an SLA bioprinter[6]. 
(Reproduced from B. Byambaa, N. Annabi, K. Yue, et al., Bioprinted Osteogenic and Vasculogenic Patterns for Engineering 3D Bone Tissue 
Wiley. © 2017 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH Co. KGaA, Weinheim).
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Aii

Bi

Bii

Biii
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based bioprinting strategy (Figure 2B)[6]. First, they used 
bioprinting technology to imitate the overall structure of 
native bone tissue (Figure 2 Bi). Then, the GelMA hydrogel 
cylinders were individually printed (Figure 2Bii). After 
piling up these cylinders, pyramidal constructs were 
formed (Figure 2Biii). They also encapsulate angiogenic 
cells, and osteogenic cells and silicate nanoplatelets into 
the GelMA hydrogel simultaneously to promote bone 
regeneration ability. Through optimization of bioprinting 
conditions, they could print a well-defined, multicellular 
bone tissue construct in a large scale. Results indicated 
that the biomimetic bone construct has high structural 
stability and promotes cell proliferation during in vitro 
culture. Immunostaining and reverse transcription 
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) 
proved the formation of new bone tissue in the HUVEC/
hMSC group after in vitro culture. Demonstrably, this 
study provides a superior strategy for the construction of 
large biomimetic bone-like structures with vasculature 
meeting the clinical demands of large-scale bone defects.

4.2. Bioprinted hydrogels in cartilage tissue 
engineering
Natural cartilage is a smooth and elastic tissue with poor 
self-repair ability. Usually, super-physiological shock 
load and osteoarthritis result in cartilage defects. The 

regeneration of cartilage is limited by its low number 
of cells[71]. The difficulties of fabricating artificial 
cartilaginous tissue can be solved by bioprinting because 
this printing technique allows for encapsulation of 
implanting cells. Meanwhile, the hydrogel has a striking 
similarity to the ECM of natural cartilage[72]. Thus, 3D 
bioprinted hydrogels become a potential alternative 
therapy for cartilage repair. Duchi et al. developed a 
hand-held extrusion-based bioprinter for 3D bioprinting 
cartilage (Figure 3A). They printed a core-shell structure 
with a cell-free but photo-crosslinkable hydrogel shell 
and a cell-loaded core hydrogel[73]. The printed structure 
was cross-linked by UV light for 10 s for photo-
polymerization and the viability of cell remained above 
90% after 7 days of printing. This study served as a proof-
of-concept for the in situ cartilage bioprinting and cartilage 
regeneration. In another study, Burdick et al. proposed 
an in situ crosslinking method for 3D bioprinting photo-
crosslinkable hydrogel (Figure 3Bi)[74]. They further used 
a norbornene-modified HA (NorHA) as a representative 
bio-ink for cartilage regeneration. By adjusting the 
printing parameters (i.e. light intensity, exposure time, and 
printing speed), they obtained an optimal curing condition. 
The whole bioprinting process was cytocompatible. Post-
printed MSCs distributed homogenously in the printed 
construct with high cell viability. After 56 days of culture 
in vitro, the bioprinted cartilage constructs showed an 

Figure 3. Construction of 3D mimetic cartilage tissue by 3D bioprinting. (A) Schematic representation of a core/shell 3D printing by co-
axial extrusion printer and confocal images of 3D printed core/shell structure[73] (from ref.[73] licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 
4.0 license with permission). (Bi) Representative images of 3D constructs printed through an in situ crosslinking method. (Bii) Histological 
staining of printed cartilage constructs; left image shows the representative staining images and right image shows quantification analysis 
in different culture time. Scale bar = 100 μm[74] (from ref.[74] licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 license). (C) Detection of 
proteoglycans in printed constructs after 14 days of incubation (red: proteoglycans; green to blue: nuclei and other ECM/bio-ink). Porcine 
chondrocytes were embedded in gelatin (i, ii, iii) and hyaluronic acid (iv, v, vi) bio-inks. Scale bar = 500 μm[75] (from ref.[75] licensed under 
Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0).
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increase in moduli, biochemical expression, and cartilage 
regeneration (Figure 3Bii).

In a 3D bioprinting process, the interaction between 
cell patterning and hydrogel matrix has a great effect on 
the performance of printed cells. For instance, Lutz Klok 
et al. fabricated different 3D cartilage tissue constructs 
with different cell concentrations (Figure 3C)[75]. The 
bio-inks were prepared by homogeneously mixing cell 
suspensions with GelMA or HAMA hydrogel separately 
and then printed in a layer by layer process through 
SLA-based bioprinting. Histological staining indicated 
that cells distributed homogeneously in both GelMA 
(Figure 3Ci-iii) and HAMA constructs (Figure 3Civ-vi). 
A noticeable difference in cell number can be observed 
between low and high cell density constructs. Results 
indicated that both GelMA scaffolds and HAMA 
scaffolds supported the recovery of chondrocyte 
phenotype and formation of cartilage ECM with 
uniform cellular distribution. Meanwhile, the increase 
in cartilage-specific genes expression, type II collagen, 
and aggrecan, in cell loaded hydrogels proved successful 
cartilage formation. Compared with HAMA, GelMA 
showed more chondrocyte phenotypes as confirmed by 
the higher expression of cartilage genes. Another element 
that affects cartilage formation is the cell density; a high 
cell density (2.5×107 cells/mL) showed better cartilage 
regeneration ability compared with a low cell density 
(5×106 cells/mL).

4.3. Bioprinted hydrogels in osteochondral tissue 
engineering
Osteochondral defect involving both the cartilage 
and subchondral layer is difficult to repair due to their 
difference in physiological structures and bioactive 
properties. The cartilage tissues do not have vasculature 
and nervous systems but the subchondral bone tissues 
are rich in blood and nerves. In addition, the structure 
and function of cartilage and subchondral bone are 
also different[76]. Thus, how to promote cartilage and 
subchondral bone regeneration simultaneously has 
become quite the challenge for osteochondral repair. The 
rise of 3D bioprinting, allowing for the fabrication of 
complicated 3D scaffolds with precise control of intricate 
geometry composition and functions, is a promising 
treatment for osteochondral repair. Meanwhile, photo-
crosslinking hydrogels are promising bio-inks for 
osteochondral regeneration as we discussed in the 
previous chapters[77].

In an earlier study, Cui et al. bioprinted a photo-
crosslinkable 3D osteochondral tissue using PEGDMA 
and human chondrocytes. Simultaneous photo-
polymerization maintained the precise positions of 
deposited cells and reduced photo toxicity[78]. This 
bioprinted cell-laden hydrogel constructs integrated 

excellently with the native tissue and promote 
osteochondral repair. In another study by the same group, 
Cui et al. further printed mechanically strong and tissue 
differentiated bone and cartilage constructs using photo-
crosslinkable PEG-GelMA hydrogel with hMSCs[55]. The 
printed constructs provided strong mechanical support 
and showed an excellent osteogenic and chondrogenic 
regeneration capacity, suggesting their desirable potential 
in osteochondral repair. Recently, Gao et al. developed 
a biohybrid gradient construct for osteochondral 
regeneration by 3D bioprinting (Figure 4A)[79]. By 
incorporating cleavable poly (nacryloyl 2-glycine) 
(PACG) into GelMA, the mechanical properties of 
hydrogels had been significantly improved with a tensile 
strength of up to 1.1 MPa and a compressive strength up 
to 12.4 MPa (Figure 4B). Results demonstrated that the 
photo-crosslinkable gradient hydrogel scaffold could not 
only facilitate the regeneration of cartilage (Figure 3Ci-ii) 
but also promote the regeneration of subchondral bone 
(Figure 4Ciii-iv).

4.4. Bioprinted hydrogels in bone disease model
Apart from the above discussed applications, 3D 
bioprinted hydrogels can also be used to create bone 
disease models and drug screening research. At present, 
most bone disease models are still 2D, which fails to 
reconstruct the complex of the in vivo environment[80]. 
Conversely, 3D bioprinting has the promising potential to 
create 3D mimic bone models as discussed in the previous 
sections, allowing for cell-cell or cell-matrix interactions 
and integration of a vascular system[81]. Hence, these 
bioprinted models could be better used for bone disease 
study and drug screening purposes[82].

For example, 3D-printed tissue models mimicking 
the native bone tissues can be applied in drug screening 
to test the efficacy and toxicity of new drugs, and 
promoting the translation of new therapeutic molecules in 
clinic[83]. Recently, Amir K et al. designed and bioprinted 
a musculoskeletal junction model mimicking the 
musculoskeletal interface by an SLA-based bioprinting 
platform (Figure 5Ai)[84]. Photo-crosslinkable GelMA 
was selected as a bio-ink due to its high biocompatibility 
for cell spreading and functionality. The musculoskeletal 
interface is loaded with three different cell types, MSCs, 
fibroblasts, and osteoblasts (Figure 5Aii). As shown in 
Figure 5Aiii-iv, the printed 3D pattern has a well-defined 
construct showing a close similarity with the designed one 
(Figure 5Aii). The proposed musculoskeletal junctions 
provide a multi-material microstructure on demand for 
multi-applications in skeletal related tissue engineering 
and regenerative medicine, thus facilitating new drug 
discovery and clinical use.

In addition, 3D-printed tissue models could also be 
applied in creating cancer models for cancer metastasis 
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research. One of the primary transfer sites for breast 
carcinoma is bone; however, the fundamental mechanisms 
are still unknown because of the lack of 3D biomimetic 
models for cancer research. Therefore, Zhu et al. created 
a series of 3D bionic bone models for breast cancer bone 

metastasis study through 3D bioprinting[85]. In their early 
study, the authors printed the 3D bone matrix using a 
nano-bioink consisting of Hap and PEGDA (Mn 700) 
hydrogel with 0.5% photo-initiator (Figure 5B). Results 
indicated that the cocultivation of tumor cells and BMSCs 

A

Figure 4. Construction of 3D mimetic osteochondral tissue by 3D bioprinting. (A) Schematic diagram of the biohybrid gradient scaffolds 
for osteochondral regeneration. (B) Mechanical properties of poly (nacryloyl 2-glycine) -GelMA hydrogels: (i) tensile strength and 
(ii) compressive strength. (C) Genetic analysis for osteochondral differentiation: (i and ii) Expression of cartilage-related genes (COL II, 
aggrecan, SOX-9, and COL I) and (iii-iv) expression of osteogenesis-related genes (ALP, OCN, COL I, and RUNX2) after 7 and 14 days of 
culture, respectively[79] (from ref.[79] licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 license).
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Figure 5. Construction of 3D bioprinted hydrogels in bone disease model. (A) Fabrication of a musculoskeletal interface model: (i) Schematic 
diagram of a native insertion site; (ii) illustration of the printing model; (iii) a representative image showing the bioprinted structure; 
(iv) fluorescent image of the bioprinted structure; blue: osteoblasts, red: MSCs, and green: Fibroblasts[84]. (Reproduced from A. K. Miri, D. 
Nieto, L. Iglesias, et al., Microfluidics-Enabled Multimaterial Maskless Stereolithographic Bioprinting from Wiley. © 2018 WILEY-VCH 
Verlag GmbH Co. KgaA Weinheim). (B) Illustration of 3D bioprinted PEGDA bone matrix model for breast cancer cell invasion research[85]. 
(Reprinted from Nanomed-Nanotechnol,12(1), W. Zhu, B. Holmes, R. I. Glazer, et al., 3D Printed Nanocomposite Matrix for The Study of 
Breast Cancer Bone Metastasis, 69 – 79, Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier). (C) Schematic diagram of 3D bioprinted GelMA 
bone matrix model for breast cancer metastasis study[86]. (Reprinted with permission from X. Zhou, W. Zhu, M. Nowicki, et al., Acs Appl 
Mater Inter, 2016, 8(44): 30017 – 30026, Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society).
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increased the formation of spheroid clusters. Zhu et al. 
further investigated the interplay between the cancer cells 
and bone stromal cells (fetal osteoblasts and MSCs) on 
a GelMA-based bionic bone matrix fabricated by 3D 
bioprinting (Figure 5C)[86]. These 3D bionic bone models 
also exhibited better drug fastness of breast cancer cells 
compared with 2D culture, suggesting its potential for 
assessing drug sensitivity. Results demonstrated that the 
3D bionic bone models, with breast cancer cells and bone 
stromal cells, offer a suitable 3D model for the research 
of the interaction between cells and a bionic bone 
microenvironment, and thus, might serve as a desirable 
model for the studying the progression of metastatic 
breast cancer and drug screening in bone.

5. Conclusion and future perspectives
Since 3D printing can control the structure of tissue scaffolds 
with high resolution, accuracy and reproducibility, it has 
become a key fabrication process for bone and cartilage 
engineering[87]. Although there are numerous advantages 
of 3D printing in biomedical field, the involvement of cells 
and sensitive biomolecules leads to rigorous requirements 
for ink selection. Hydrogels are gold standard materials for 
bioprinting because of its elastic and hydrated properties 
as well as the ECM-mimetic crosslinked network 
structure, which enable cell survival and retention of 
their functions. Among various crosslinking methods, 
photo-polymerization has been widely used due to low 
toxicity, high crosslinking efficiency and in situ gelling 
capability. Through modification by computer-aided 
design/manufacturing or medical imaging systems, photo-
crosslinkable hydrogels can be personalized at different 
bone length scale by 3D printing. With the application of 
UV light, the photo-crosslinking hydrogels undergo rapid 
formation immediately after printing[88]. By changing 
the UV intensity and exposure time, the performance 
of hydrogels including crosslinking density and matrix 
stiffness can be exceptionally controlled. In addition, the 
concentration, degree of substitution or molecular weight 
of chemical modified precursors, as well as introduction 
of nanomaterials can further regulate the mechanical 
properties and swelling behavior of photo-crosslinkable 
hydrogels to meet different therapeutic needs. Moreover, 
cells, drugs and biochemical entities (e.g., growth 
factors) can also be added into photo-crosslinkable bio-
inks, thereby endowing the bone scaffold with excellent 
biological functions and promoting bone repairing as 
well as regeneration. Up to now, this strategy has been 
explored in various bone tissues (such as hard bone, 
osteochondral, and cartilage tissue), and it can reconstruct 
bone disease models to investigate disease mechanisms 
and drug screening.

Looking forward, the development of 3D 
bioprinting bone tissues needs further investigation of 

the physical properties of bio-ink and combination with 
other technologies to fabricate functional and optimized 
bone scaffolds. For example, bioelectrical effect in 
natural bone has been proven to play a significant role in 
bone development and fracture healing. The endogenous 
electric field of living bone contributes to the regulation 
of cell metabolism, such as proliferation, differentiation, 
and migration[89]. Consequently, conductive photo-
crosslinkable hydrogel can be developed for the 
construction of a biomimetic electro-microenvironment 
for bone tissue engineering. In general, conductive 
hydrogels can be constructed by adding nano-conductive 
fillers such as metal/carbon/graphene nanoparticles into 
a hydrogel matrix or by crosslinking with conductive 
polymers including polyaniline, polypyrrole, and 
polythiophene[90]. In addition, self-healing enables 
hydrogels to withstand repeated damage. Self-healing 
mechanism such as host-guest interactions, Schiff’s base 
reaction, ionic bonding, and hydrogen bonding can be 
incorporated into photo-crosslinking hydrogel for bone 
and cartilage tissue engineering to prevent the potential 
risks of repeated rupture and to restore its original 
properties after being damaged. In one study, Wei et al. 
introduced the host-guest non-covalent interaction into 
photo-crosslinked HA hydrogel to develop a double 
network dynamic hydrogel with excellent self-healing 
ability, enhanced toughness, and greater collagen 
deposition to support chondrogenesis and cartilage 
regeneration[91]. Moreover, to improve the toughness of 
photo-crosslinking hydrogel, composite hydrogels have 
been fabricated with enhanced mechanical performance 
by addition of organic or inorganic additives (e.g., clay, 
Hap, grapheme, and carbon nanotubes) for bone and 
cartilage engineering. Another barrier for the application 
of hydrogel to bone and cartilage repair is the adhesion 
and integration with surrounding tissues. The surrounding 
of most tissues, such as cartilage, is slippery and hard 
to bond with hydrogels; therefore, the integration with 
surrounding tissue is crucial for hydrogel retention and 
new tissue development. To address this challenge, 
adhesive hydrogel, for example, by modifying HAMA 
hydrogel with 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine groups[92], can 
be developed to improve the mechanical integrity between 
the hydrogels and the tissues. Meanwhile, the adhesive 
hydrogel provides sites for cell adhesion, proliferation 
and thus promotes tissue regeneration in vivo. Moreover, 
piezoelectricity can modulate cellular functions which 
assist the repair and regeneration of bone tissue[93]. 
Hence, introducing piezoelectric biomaterials (such as 
zinc oxide[93], lithium sodium potassium niobate[94], and 
barium titanate[95]) into 3D bioprinting hydrogels can 
blaze a new pathway for bone engineering.

When 3D printing is combined with microfluidics, 
vascularized bone scaffolds can be fabricated for organ-
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on-a-chip devices. The microfluidics technique can 
manipulate and regulate fluid at a small scale, and it 
can combine the geometry of channels (controlled by 
3D printing) and cell confinement with fluid flow to 
reconstruct a physiological environment[96], which will 
reconstruct a structure similar to that of a natural bone and 
investigate the biological responses of cells in specific 
microenvironment. Moreover, as a new emerging concept, 
4D bioprinting has attracted significant attention for 
constructing a smart and multi-functional bone scaffold. 
With “time” as a fourth dimension, this bone scaffold will 
respond and adjust its structure and function to the disease 
development process as well as mimic the dynamics of 
the native tissues[97]. To achieve 4D bioprinting, both bio-
inks and related technologies should be further explored. 
Bio-inks should be sensitive to physical, chemical, or 
biological changes in microenvironment, necessitating 
the design of smart or stimuli-responsive materials. 
Meanwhile, advanced scanning system, updated model 
processing software, and improved printing technologies 
(such as lithography, femtosecond et al.) can simplify 
the operation process and optimize printed bone tissues. 
By investigating bio-inks combined with other advanced 
technologies and transitioning to 4D printing, scientists 
could construct scaffolds more similar to natural tissues 
for bone engineering.

In conclusion, 3D bioprinting is a rapidly advancing 
research field for bone engineering. With the advance of 
new technologies and biomaterials, we believe that this 
technique may be the key to giving patients with bone or 
cartilage defects a chance to improve their quality of life.
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